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Boxwise

Distribute with dignity
WINNER’S QUOTE:
We are very honored that Boxwise got selected as an EYA winner. We believe
in the importance of being part of a community where we can connect with others and
exchange acquired knowledge and experiences. Our solution isi veryuser-centered. Therefore, we are always looking for new cooperations providing us with insights to improve
what we are doing. Thank you EYA for connecting us to other organizations and, hence, for
helping us further identify and solve the issues of our users!

Bart Driessen,
Co-Founder,
37 years old Netherlands

MENTOR

Hans Peter Gürtner,
Co-Founder,
26 years old, Germany

Mike Pichler
Branch Manage
Siemens AG Austria
Austria

Boxwise is addressing a serious
problem in refugee camps: the distribution of
donated goods to people in need. The unique
selling preposition of the project is the realworld experience of the team in a refugee
camp in northern Greece. They implemented
an open-source web application that solves
the challenges volunteers are facing doing
their daily business. It’s great to see and feel
the expertise and passion of the project team
members and their goal to have a social impact
with the technology they develop.

Boxwise is an open-source web application making it easy for organisations to
distribute donated goods to people in need
in a fair and dignified manner.
Warehouses full of donated goods can quickly turn to chaos. Boxwise makes sure organisations know what they have, where it is,
and what they need to restock. No complicated hardware is involved -- only a smartphone.
Boxwise eases the work of volunteers dramatically and helps them to treat people in
need as equals. It creates a respectful atmosphere by facilitating distribution according
to need, where people are treated like clients, not beggars.
Boxwise can be used in Internet constrained
environments. As the project is open-source,
long-term support and further development

are secured by a large group of volunteer
developers.
Boxwise offers organisations a toolbox for
receiving, storing and distributing donations
through free-shops. The system passed the
first implementation test in refugee camps in
Greece with flying colours. Boxwise is engaging and inspiring.

Greece
https://boxwise.co
English
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